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Here's the 3,000 kilometer
(1 ,864 mile) path contestants
in the 2017 World Solar
Challenge traveled. lt winds
from Darwin, on Australia's
tropical northern coast,
to the finish line in
Adelaide, a seaside city
in the south.
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POWER TRACKER
Devices called peak power trackers monitor how
much energy should flow to the motor and
how much should be stored in batteries.

JTERY

SOLAR CELLS
Photovoltaic cells on the
car's solar arrays absorb

from the sun,
conveding them into

Most solar vehicles
in the race have an
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Clever Cockatoos
A group of cockatoos recently

proved their smarts. Researchers at

the University of Vienna in Austria set

up a tricky task for the birds: Reach a

cashew inside a basket at the bottom
of a vertical tube using only a pipe

cleaner. The cockatoos had to bend

the pipe cleaner into a hook to snag

the reward. A second test required

the birds to straighten a bent pipe

cleaner to push a snack out of a
horizontal tube. Several cockatoos
mastered at least one of the puzzles,

and one bird even solved both
problems. The results were surprising

since cockatoos aren't known to use

tools in the wild.

4 resRunRv r2.20rB

Birds had to
create their

-Greg Uyeno

Earth hasn't always looked the way it
does today. Long ago, nearly all of Earth's

landmasses formed a giant superconti-
nent called Pangaea. According to a new

study, that history could repeat itself.

Earth's continents rest on tectonic
plates. Geological activity inside Earth

causes these giant slabs of rock to move a

few centimeters per year. Over time, these

small movements can lead to big changes.

Using computer projections, scientists
at the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth

Science and Technology predicted that
five of Earth's continents-Australia,
Europe, Asia, North America, and Africa-
may combine in about 250 million years to

form a new supercontinent, called Amasia.
'Amasia will be near the North Pole, so it

will likely form a massive ice cap," says

Masaki Yoshida, a geophysicist who

worked on the study. -Jeanette Ferrara



STOPPERS
Crossing paths with a 5 meter (16 foot)-long

Burmese python might scare some people-but
not lan Bartoszek. He's a wildlife biologist with the
Conservancy of Southwest Florida and part of a
group of scientists working to catch and kill inva-
siye Burmese pythons in the Florida Everglades.

These non-native reptiles likely came to the U.S.
as pets but escaped or were carelessly released
into the wild by their owners. They,ve been nega-
tively affecting the local ecosystem-acommunity
of animals interacting with their environment-ever
since. "Our native wildlife has no defense against
a giant snake predator, and some species seem to
be disappearing," says Bartoszek.

Bartoszek's team has come up with a clever
way to round up the invaders. They use male
pythons tagged with radio trackers to lead them
to breeding females. They've removed hundreds
of pythons using these "sentinel snakes.,, But
Bartoszek worries it's not enough. ,,There,s a lot
at stake for native species and the health of the
Everglades ecosystem," he says. -Haitee Romain
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This robot can play Ping-Pong like a pro.

ln fact, Guinness World Records just named it

the first-ever robotic table tennis tutor.

The robot, called FORPHEUS, uses

cameras and sophisticated artificial intel-

ligence software to analyze opponents'

movements and anticipate what shot they will

hit next. Sensors then track the ball's location

to predict its trajectory, or path of a flying

object, so the robot can keep the rally going.

After a match, players can see an analysis of

their game and learn how to improve it.

Engineers at the Japanese company

OMRON built the robot to study how humans

and machines interact. "FORPHEUS was

designed to act as a coach, not just to beat

human players," says Haruka Kumazawa, an

OMRON spokesperson. -Hailee Bomain
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Salt or Pepper?
lnstead of reaching

for the saltshaker during
your next meal, consider
grabbing some hot sauce
instead. A diet high in

salt can raise your b/ood
pressure-the force of the
blood flowing through your
blood vessels-and poten-

tially increase your risk for
heart disease. A new study
has found that capsaicin, a
chemical found in the chili
peppers used to make hot
sauce, does the opposite.
It can help lower your
blood pressure.

That's not the only
reason to choose spice
over salt: "Eating spicy
food can also increase
salty taste sensitivity,"
says Zhiming Zhu, a

cardiologist at the Third
Military Medical University
in Chongqing, China, who
led the study. That means
eating spicy foods may
encourage you to use less

salt. - Jeanette Ferrara
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2,500 to

5,000

"theory of
happiness."

940,000 ffi,::i:"
metric tons Americans consumed in

2017-up 10 percent from 2016.

4000 ff*n:;fl",
iXrtt tn"t scientists believe belonged
to the earliest vlctim of a tsunami.
rlltrl,rrir,.lrlll

Age of the oldest captive panda in the
world, named Basi. She died in China
last September.
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a) Percentage of kids who say
I E they prefer to watch videos on
a device, like a smartphone, rather than
a television,
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SCOVILLE SCAI.E
ffi;. ;*:;;;:* heat? Don,t
worry not all chili peppers are hot. How /
badly a pepper burns depends on its
capsaicin level, which is measured in 7

. Saaville r rnllc Tha mnra Qnarrilla ,ni+a ^
to ttteaoutew rt // /. Scoville units. The more Scoville units a
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ESSENTIAL QUESTI0N: What factors may influence
the world's chocolate supply?

veryone loves to receive a big box of
chocolates on Valentine's Day. But our
appetite for this tasty treat isn't limited
to Cupid's favorite holiday. Last year
alone, people devoured more tharr

7 million tons of chocolate-and that amount is
expected to grow.

Every year, more and more consumers
around the world axe getting hooked on
chocolate. Once they've had a taste, they usually
want more. That's because people tend to find
chocolate's unique smell and texture-a result
of its chemical makeup-simply irresistible.

It may be hard to meet this increasing
demand in the future. Farmers grew record
amounts of cacao, the plant responsible for
chocolate's key ingredient, last year. But it's
under threat from diseases and climate change,
putting the global chocolate supply at risk.
To stave off a chocolate-industry meltdown,
chocolate manufacturers and researchers have
teamed up to help cacao farmers improve the
resilience of their crops.

CHEMICAL APPEA,L
Chocolate is a mixture of sugar, milk, and

cocoa, which comes from the cacao tree. The
treat is one of the most craved foods on the
planet. The reason for chocolate's desirability
is complex and not fully understood. But food
scientists believe the treat's appeal is rooted in
its unique chemical and physical makeup.

Scientists lcrow that chocolate contains
caffeine-also present in most coffee and
many teas-and theobromi,ne (see Chocolate
Clt emist:ry, right). Both chemicals stimulate
:;oLlr central neruous sAstsm (the brain and
sp,ural cord), giving you
a sma-ll boost of ,:

FUN FACT:
lMost popular candy bars
use milk chocolate, which

is sweeter than dark
chocolate- its more pure

energy. But the
jolt you get from
eating chocolate
is much weaker
than what you get

from drinking a
cup ofcoffee, says

Gregory Ziegler,
a food scientist at
Pennsylvania

State University.
Ziegler says caffeine

and theobromine alone can't
account for aIl of chocolate'saccounf, ror a.r oI cnocolaEs -".."'Wffi
appeal. Cocoa butter and sugar also add T

to the snack's allure. Cocoa butter is a tlpe of %,,to the snack's allure. Cocoa butter is a tlpe of ,//l
fat. It has a rnelting point-the temperature at //Z
which a solid turns into a liquid-of about 32.C '4
(90'F), orjustbelowbodytemperature. This T 

,
ensures that chocolate melts in your mouth, T 

,,
allowing you to fully appreciate its flavor and %
texture. Sugars play a key role too. They trigger ///l
yonr brain to release d.opamine-achemical 7l
that gives you a sense o.twell-being '2"

Continued, on lhe nerl page ) 
ry
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callelne. E OIn SIlmUIate ,, L I"': ////
the central nervous 2zL

CHEMTCAL NAME: Theobromine //t,/

/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,//,///,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,//,/,//,//////////////r.

CHOCOLATE R v//)

"I#,::,I# __Ht x %

ffi; ffi%
energy boost. Compare
the compounds' chemical
structures, shown here.

CHEMICAL NAME: Theobromine 7/l
system and give you an 
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%bitter cousin.
CHEMICAL NAME: Caffein " 
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RESISTANT TREES: A man collects
cacao pods from a disease-
resistant varietY of cacao tree.

In addition, people are enticed by chocolate's

aroma.Its signature smell is created by hundreds

of individual flavor compozrzds-substances

made of two or more different elements that

are chemically combined' Chocolate's aroma

can even trigger responses that are based on

people's memories and past experiences with

the sweet snack. "If your parents used chocolate

as a reward or treat, you'll react to the smell as

a rewaxd," says Ziegler' "You experience the

chemistry in context."

years to
produce

its first ca,cno

pods-the tree's

firrit, which contains the cocoa beans used

to make chocolate.

Once cacao pods are harvested from a

mature tree, farmers remove the cocoa beans

from the pods. The beans come naturally coated

in a thin, white layer of wet pulp' Workers

allow the beanstoferunent-aprocess in which

microorganisms break down a substance-to

get rid ofthe pulp and decrease the beans'

bitterness. The beans are then dried and sold

to chocolate manufacturers, lvhich clean, roast,

and grind them into a paste. The paste is mixed

DELICATE CROP

Creating chocolate is a long, difficult

process (see From Bean to Bar, below)'For

starters, each cacao tree takes three to five

ztllliz/lzzttzltltz////
FROM
BEAN
TO BAR
Follow the
process of making

chocolate, from a

farmer's backYard

to your mouth.

10 rranunnv P,2018
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with other ingredients
and poured into molds
to create that perf'ect gift
for your sweetheart.

One effort involves providing farmers
with pesticides, fungicides, and fertilizer that

can help grow more-robust trees.
Another project involves

Farmers aren't guaranteed a nfirc" 
crossbreed,i,ng differentspecies

good cacao crop each year. Farms tena ffi of cacaatrees to develop
to grow only a few varieties of cacao. That -'qCF' 

new varieties that are naturally

ffifi;#"hfl1'"Tln#.ffiffp *hxfi#Hn"3*rtu il
grown today share the same genes, they're they,re sent to farmers for planting.
rulnerable to the same diseases. Unfortunately, The CocoaAction initiative has already shown S
many farmers either don't have access to or some positive results, says Budianslgz. *We,re CORE
can't afford the pesticid,es anctfungi,cid'es that making progress, but there,s still a long way OU!_ST-|ON
kill disease-carrying pests and harrnful fungi. to go," he says. As long as people keep discov- what role does

Hotter temperatures and extreme weather ering-and loving-chocolate, more work will chemistry play
patterns brought onby ct i mate cha nge be needed to ensure a chocolate sunnlv for menrz T::-SfJj,Sbeneeded to ensLe."h";;;; ;;;ri;;;; [#:ff#*'%

Valentines Days to come. # chocolate? 7r/l

- r a r. ob Bat c het o r 7///////////z
7//,1

# t lK. -i$,,x*i :; ,,.,&*lr:--t ;*iilfK : ..:".it t n i%,

compound these problems, says Ethan valentine's Days to come. # chocolate? '/2
Budiansky, the director for envaonment at rhe _Jacob Batch,etor 7//////////,
World Cocoa Foundation in Washington, D.C. '/r,
' il::;T:r: 
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GROWING THE FUTURE: Researchers care for
cacao seedlings that will be sent to farmers.
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Forces & Motion

TCHING
BIG AIR

Find out how physics makes the new , *
high-flying snowboarding event at .:** ff

the 2018 Winter Olympics possible 'g;* ,,
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What factors might affect how well a snowboarder pulls off a trick? (l- l8-' 
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What factors might affect how well a snowboarder pulls off a trick?,r-. =l-="__-_, 
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The 2018 Winter,
Olvmoics Bio Air

2. Takeoff snowboarding 
"rCfgg.fin South

4. Landin

YG
I

3, Maneuver

m

Q neenoAcH PHASE

A snowboarder stafts a run with an initial amount
of g rav itati o n al pote nti al energy - stored energy

determined by an object's height. The law of
conservation of energy states that energy is constant
and never lost. As gravity's pull accelerates a rider
down the ramp, stored potential energy turns to kinetic
energy, or, the energy of motion. Forces like friction*
made when a snowboard rubs against the ramp-work
to slow the rider and transform some energy to heat.

@ rnreoFF PHASE

Before a rider flies off the jump, he or she

has forward momentfm-mass times
velocity. The more momentum. an object has,

the more difficult it is to stop. At takeoff, 
.

athletes flex and extend different muscles to
generate angular momentum, or momentum
of rotation. lt drives a snowboarder's ability
to flip and spin in the air. The force ot drag-
from air pushing against a snowboarder-
reduces the athlete's momentum during the
approach and takeoff phases.



his month, you'll get the chance to
see snowboarders soar like never
before at the 2018 Winter Olympics in
Pyeongchang, South Korea. Extreme
athletes can now participate in a new

event called "Big Air.', lt requires riders to launch
themselves down a 4g meter (160 foot)_long
ramp and off a jump to perform multiple fllps and
spins in midair.

A panel of six judges evaluates each competi_
tor's performance for difficulty, execution, and
whether he or she landed under control and

in the designated landing area. pulling off the
sickest tricks requires snowboardersio kno*
how to use forces, like the downward pull of
gravity, to their advantage.

"Having a greater knowtedge of physics can
help a coach or athlete make more informed deci_
sions to maximize performance,,, says Brennan
Metzler, a member of the American Association
of Snowboard lnstructors in Colorado.

Science World spoke with Metzler to find out
more about the physics behind big air. ffi

-Andrew Klein
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BIG, AIR
the 2018 Winter Olympics possible

/,2
7//l

Find out how physics makes the new
high-flying snowboarding event at $$

ESSENTIAL QUESTIoN: What factors might affect how well a snowboarder pulls off a trick?

,#* P
?

;tt **
OLYMPIC BIG AIR: ,,

The 201 8 Winter f "-''
Olympics Big Air

2. Takeoff snowboarding course
in South Korea

"I

-I

1. Approach

3. Maneuver

4" Landing

l
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I

I

I
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$ arenoAcH PHASE

A snowboarder starts a run with an initial amount

ot g rav i tati o n al p otenti al energy - stored energy

determined by an object's height. the law of
conservation of energy states that energy is constant

and never lost. As gravity's pull acceleratgs a rider

down the ramp, stored potential energy turns to kinetic

energy,or the energy of motion. Forces likefriction-
made when a snowboard rubs against the ramp-work
to slow the rider and transform some energy to heat.



his month, you'll get the chance to
see snowboarders soar like never
before at the 2018 Winter Olympics in
Pyeongchang, South Korea. Extreme
athletes can now participate in a new

event called "Big Air.,, lt requires riders to launch
themselves down a 49 meter (160 foot)_long
ramp and off a jump to perform multiple fllps and
spins in midair.

A panel of six judges evaluates each competi_
tor's performance for difficulty, execution, and
whether he or she landed under control and

Snowboarder
Marcus Kleveland

on a Big Air run
in Norway. tl

in the designated landing area. pulling off the
sickest tricks requires snowboarders to know
how to use forces, like the downward pull of
gravity, to their advantage.

"Having a greater knowledge of physics can
help a coach or athlete make more informed deci_
sions to maximize performance,,, says Brennan
Metzler, a member of the American Associatiort
of Snowboard lnstructors in Colorado.

Science World spoke with Metzler to find out
more about the physics behind big air. ffi

-Andrew Klein
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H-ow might the height and weight
of a snowboarder affect the
forces involved in a Big Air run?
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After one of the
worst hurricane
seasons on
record, what can
the U.S. learn
from countries
with centuries
of experience
managing floods?

ESSENTIAL QUESTI0N: Why might
collaboration be imporlant when it comes
to solving large engineering problems?

ast August, Hurricane Harvey
barreled into the Texas coast.
Injust a few days, the storm
dumped more than 1.2 meters
(4 feet) of rain on Houston,

America's fourth most-populous city,

years earlier, and Hurricane Katrina,
which devastated the GuIf Coast
in 2005, Harvey demonstrated how
vulnerable U.S. coastal communities
are to flooding. More than 120 million
Americans-nearly 40 percent-live in

a coastal county. And that population
is growing rapidly.

Scientists believe climate change
could bring even more intense flooding
to the U.S. Warming temperatures and
shifting global climate patterns are not
only raising sea levels but could also
potentially cause more extreme storms.
As a result, U.S. coastat communities

Perhaps no country on Earth has
as much experience protecting against
floods as the Netherlands. About a
third of the small European nation,s

Continued on the nert po,ge -)

and surounding areas. It set a are looking for ways to prepaxe
new record for rainfall from for the future (see Fi,ghti,ng
a single storm and led to Netherlands 

Floods world*id", p. ln.
widespread flooding.
I)ozens of people died. u's' or,"*r,rlu'o" 

They're gathering data

Tens of thousands had , iii:r.r\ locally and collaborating
o Houston. Texas AFRtcA with experts around

evacuate, with marry still the world to identify
unable to return to their the best strategies to
flood-damaged homes. ot, rlJ1o

Like Hurricane Sandy, ,rfir",tPeoPle"andessential
which hit the Northeast five

Each of the gate's
arms is longer than
two football fields
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Workers in the
Netherlands
strengthen a dike
to prePare for
higher waters.

land is below sea level-and much of that area

would be underwater if not for centuries of

expert engineering' "Flood protection is a huge

part of our history and culture"' says Harold van

Waveren, a senior adviser for the Dutch govem-

ment's tlood-prevention agency' "Without it' our

country wouldn't exist'"

Van Waveren lives near Amsterdam at a depth

of 5 m (16 fb) below sea level in a Ttoli'er-an

axea surrounded by walls' called d'i'kes' that

keep water out' The country has.nearly 3'500

polders, protected try 40'000 kilometers (25'000

miles) of dikes and dams'

F'lood protections have continued to evolve

since Dutch farmers built the first dikes a

thousand years ago' A mqlor storm in 1953 that

flooded the southwest Netherlands and killed

1,800 people motivated the country to build the

massive Delta Works' This project constructed

new barriers and dams to protect against stomn

su'rges-increases in sea level due to wind and

air pressure changes during storms' The project

also included channels called slaices' which

drain excess water during floods'

The crown jewel of the Delta Works is the

Maeslantkerin g (MAHS-Lawnt-keh-ri'ng)' a

giant barrier completed in 1997 that protects

Rotterdam, one of the world's busiest ports'

from the sea' Ships must enter and exit the por

so building a permanent barrier that blocked

the sea wouldn't work. Instead, the governmen

decided on a huge gate that remains open mos'

of the time and swings shut during storms (see

The Nethertands' Giant Sea Gates' p' 1A'

The Maeslarrtkering successfully held back

the sea during a 2007 storm' But storm sluges

aren't the Netherlands' only flood threats: In

1995, dikes surrounding the narrow Waal Rive

nearly failed during hear'xr rains' threatening tl

city of Nijmegen (NYE-may-ken)' Some 200'01

people evacuated. "That led to a big change ir

our strategy," says van Waveren' "Until then'

we thought we could manage nature and havt

it do as we wanted. But we realized nature is

sometimes stronger than we are' We had to s1

flghting it and flnd ways to work with it'"

Current flood protection strategies in the

Netherlands focus on allowing nature to safe

take its course during floods' Workers are

restoring and protecting coastal lands like

beaches, marshes, and dunes, which provide

natural buffers against storms'

At more than 30 sites around the countr)-'

engineers are also creatin$ additional places

where water can go' The city of Nijmegen is

1
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part of this prograrn, which is called Room fbr
the River. There, workers recently built an extra
channel so river water can flow around the cifiu
when the level rises. Low_lying areas are being
turned into parks, gardens, sports flelds, arld
other amenities that can act as reservoirs for
floodwaters in emergencies without harming
people or infrastructure. Builders are also
moving dikes farther from the river to create
additional space for floodwaters.

On the coast of Texas, the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE) is investigating similar
plans to combat storm surges. .,The biggest
element we're considering is a large gate
structure in the Houston_Galveston area that
could be closed if a storm is coming,,, says
Sharon Tirpak, who is overseeing the study. One
possible design resembles the Maeslantkering.
"If it's chosen, it would be one of the largest
structures in the world,,' she says.

For storms like Hawey that dump massive
amounts of rain, a sea gate would do little
to stop flooding. So the Texas study is also
evaluating how natural features like wetlands
conld help absorb healy rains. The fact that so
much of Houston is covered in concrete is one
reason it flooded so badly, says Henk Ovink, the
Dutch special envoy for water affairs. His job is
to share Dutch expertise in flood management
with countries around the world. Restoring
native prairies and wetlands, which can soak up
water, could help protect Texas and other areas
against future floods.

A team from USACE recently visited the
Netherlands to tour Dutch coastal defenses.
And Dutch flood engineers came to the U.S. to
compare methods for evaluating the stability of
leaees-ow version of dikes.

Ovink says the challenges ahead represent
an opportuniflz for coasta] communities to come
together to irmovate. ,,In the form of rising seas
and storms, water gives a tangible meaning to
climate change that we have to prepaxe for,,,he
says. "But we can do this. It doesn,t have to be
something we fear.,, ffi _Jenni,fer Barone

Sconr QUEsuoN
iea gate alone might not be enougl
s from future floods.

Besides the Netherlands, other countries and cities around the
world are developing innovative approaches to prevent and adapt
to floods. Here are a few.

China is constructing .16 ,,sponge 
cities,, that incorporate wetlands

and rooftops covered with plants. The plants will soak up water,
and the wetlands will store water during storms.

The city is building ,,green 
alleys,, made with permeable materials

like special kinds of concrete and paving stones that allow water to
pass through or between them instead of collecting on the surface.

flood-prone neighborhood.

scHoLASTIC.C0l.lzsclencrwoRt_o 1 7
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A new project will bring five floating shipping containers_including



HEADS UP I nruuwsluouIDRUGsArlDYouRBoDY A l,|essage flom S(h0lastic and the l{ational lnstitute 0n Drug Abuse (t{lDA)

You probably know that i *

drugs that don't come

from a pharmacy or

other legal distributor

can be dangerous.

But they also may not

be what theY seem.

IN RECENT YEARS, emergency i ..
roomdoctorshaverePorteda :

growing number of overdoses

related to the use of certain types i ;,,:

of synthetic drugs. Most drugs- i 
,'1,

even the ones that help people-are ', ,.',

synthetic,which i ffi
means that i &
they'reproduced i H
bymixingand iE
creating chemicah i fi
inlaboratories. i H

The ones that are i A

prescribedby i tr
doctors and bought in Pharmacies
or other legal retailers are testedto
make sure that theY are safe.

But now synthetic drugs are also

being made in illegal or unregulated

laboratories, mostlY in foreign

countries. The makers of these

drugs create chemicals that act like

other drugs, such as marijuana or

prescription pain medications. The 
i

drugsarethensoldonthe street, 
i

online,oringasstationsorother i

stores, and are often markedwith 
i

misleadinglabels. i
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While many drugs pose a risk for
addiction and overdose if they are misused,
these.counterfeit synthetic drugs can carry
additional risks. There is no way to know
what chemicals the drugs contain or in what
amounts. A product bought on the street or
online may look the same as a familiar drug.
It may even look identical to a pill a person

Example: Fentanyl Examples: Spice, K2

, would buy in a pharmacy. But the drugs can
: contain completely different chemicalJand be

I *Th more powerful, and potentially deadly.r Read the sidebar below to learn *or" un#
, the dangers ofcounterfeit synthetic a.ugr. 

-

i 
_ 

Bottom line: Never take any pre."dptio,
drug that is not prescribed for you andis
not bought in a pharmacy.

I

0Pt0tDs fiirlrABfi{(}tDs tAlHtil0ilEs
Example:,.Bath Salts,,

Opioids are powerful drugs Often called ,trr,f,",i. ;; ;;.;;;;;
that doctors prescribe to mariiuana,,, these drugs are different from therelieve pain. They can be are made of dried prant products used in your
extremely addictive and material that is sprayed bathtub. These bath saltseven deadly if they are with chemicals. These are synthetic drugs thatmisused. Fentanyl is a chemicals, called synthetic contain chemicals calledsynthetic opioid that is much cannabinoids, are similar cathinones, which arestronger than other opioids. to THC, the main active designed to be similar toIt is prescribed only to treat ingredient in marijuana. stimulant drugs such asextreme pain in patients with But they are much more amphetamine and MDMAcancerorfoilowing surgery. powerfur than THC. The drugs (arso known as Ecstasy orRecenily, there has been a can cause paranoia and Molly). But these drugs canrise in the illegal production of viotent behavior as have more powerf ul effects.fentanyl. lllegally made fentanyl well as serious health They can increase heartis often mixed with other drugs problems, including seizures, rate and blood pressure asor hidden in fake prescription heart attacks, and death. well as cause hallucinationsmedications that are sold on Studies have also shown and paranoia.

the street. Users may not know that the drug called Spice tniense cravings havethey are taking it. can be addictive. been reported by people
A surge in deadly ]30 people were treated who use bath salts. That,soverdoses related to opioids over three days in New york a sign that they havehas been linked in part to City in 2016 for overdosing become dependent onproducts that contain hidden on synthetic cannabinoids. the drug.

fentanyr. rt is never safe Hearth officiars berieve that Makers of iregarto take prescription drugs the cause was a powerful synthetic drugs, includingthat are not prescribed batch of K2. Because the bath salts, sometimes try tofor you or that are bought laboratories that make these avoid the law by labelinganywhere other than at an products are not regulated, products as ,.Not for Humanofficial pharmacy because each batch can be very Consumption.,, Many statesyou don't know what different, even if the have passed laws to stopchemicals they really contain. packaging looks the same. this practice.

IAIff
AtIt0l{

i )) lf someone

i you know has a

i bad reaction to

i what you think

i ts a synthetic drug,
i

call your local
poison control

center at

t-800-222-1222.

)) lf they stop

breathing,

collapse, or have

a seizure, call

9ll immediately.

-

MORE lllFo: For
additionalfacis
about drugs
and health, visit
sclrolasti€.com
/headsup and
teens.drugabuse
.gov.

Prom Scholastic ana the

scientists of the National

Institute on Drug Abuse,

National lnstitutes of Health,

U.S. Department of Health

and Human Services
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Society branch in
Ecuador. The

striking exotic

animals are higttly
prized as pets by

collectors around

the world.

Like Costa Rica,

Ecuador is another

country targeted by

ESSENTIAL
QUESTION;

How can
scientists
fight the

illegal trade
in wildlife?

LIFE IN THE
TREES: The

splendid leaf
frog lives

in treetops,
descending

only to breed.

frog

A group of scientrsts aims to put frog smugglers out of bustness

few years ago, a passenger was making

his way through the security check at

the airport in San Jose, Costa Rica.

He seemed like an ordinary tourist,
except for one thing-his luggage

was fllled with food containers. When officials

opened them, they found 184 frogs and 203

tadpoles. The stash was one of Costa Rica's

biggest wildlife-smuggling cases ever.

Police believe the man planned to sell the

animals, which had been taken illegally from

the wild. Why would people want to buy stolen

frogs? "They're beautifu-l," says SebastiSn

Valdivieso, head of the Wildlife Conservation

smugglers. The nation is home to 578 lmown

frog species, about half of which are found only

in Ecuador. To curb wi,Ld,Li,Je traffi,ching, scien'

tists there have come up with a unique idea.

They're breeding native frogs in a lab and selling

them lardully. They aim to outsmart smugglers

TRAVELERS
A smuggler
transports frogs
from Panama to
Belgium in film
canisters.

20 FEBRUARY'I2,20
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by reducing the demand for illegally traded
frogs. That would allow more of the animals to
remain in the wild-where they belong.

KEY SPECIES
The exotic frogs targeted by

smugglers come mainly from tropical
r,,countries in Central and South

America. These warm, wet
regions have a greater diver-
sity of frogs than anywhere

else in the world.

STRIPED BEAUTY:
The phantasmal
poison frog, seen
here carrying
tadpoles on its back,
is native to Ecuador.

Each frog
species plays an
important role in its
native ecosystem.

Frogs eat insects,

spiders, and other
bugs, and they're also prey for birds or other

animals. Removing a frog species from the wild
can affect the community of organisms in its
environment, says Rudolf von May, a biologist at
the University of Michigar-r Museum of Zoology.

Wildlife trafflcking isn't the only danger to
frog populations (see Frogs at Risk, p. ZZ).In
recent years, a variety of threats have caused
frog numbers around the world to plummet-
learing many species facing extinction (see

Threatened Species, right). According to
Ecuador's environment ministry about 30
percent of the country's frog species are at risk
of disappearing.

Frogs come in all colors, shapes, and sizes:
They can be electric blue or nearly transparent,
poisonous or harmless, as big as your hand or
tinl'enough to perch on your fingertip. Some
people are willing to pay as much as $600 for a
parlicularly beautiful or rare frog.

trIanl' countries don't allow people to export
wild frogs. but smugglers disregard the laws.
Sometimes they offer local people money to
catch a certain species that is popular among
pet owners fur places like the U.S., Europe, or
Japan. The smuggler pays just a few dollars
for a frog that will later sell for a much higher
amount. He or she then packs the frogs in
containers-like the smuggler described earlier
did. Then the trafflcker puts the frogs in a
suitcase and flies off to sell them-usually over
the internet or at exotic pet shows.

But scientists at the Jambatu Center for
Research and Conservation of Amphibians are
trying to outwit smugglers. At their facility in
Quito, Ecuador's capital, the center studies and
maintains populations of local frog species that
are at risk in the wild.

MOUNTAIN
DWELLER:
The Riobamba
pouched
frog, found
in the Andes
Mountains, is
endangered.
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A few years ago, Jambatu founded
a company called Wikiri that mns
a captiue breed,ing prograrn.

Wikiri raises rare, highly
sought-after frogs in lab

Continuecl on the

nert page )

SPECIES
This graph shows the

status of all known species of amphibians, including frogs,
as of 2008-. These cold-blooded animals usually live in
water when young and on land as adults. What percentage
of these species are endangered or critically endangered?

Near Threaten ed: 6.1 %;o

Vulnerable: 11.4% 

-

Endangered: 1 2.6%

Critically Endangered:
7.Bo/o

MOST BECENT IUCN
RED LIST DATA

Extinct and
Extinct in the Wild: 0.6%

E

::..

t+

company_
ri's lab inil

ql
ry
;i
j:;

i: r

Data Deficient:
24.5%
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ter:rariums and outdoor gardens, as well as on that's a risk. But she says groups like Wikiri

a nearby farm and nature reserve. The frogs are help in other ways. Their presence educates

then sold and shipped legally to people all over frog collectors about the importance of buying

the world. Wikiri currently breeds and sells 16 animals legally versus removing them fromthe world. Wikiri currently breeds and sells 16 animals legally versus removing them trom

frog species. Its scientists believe the business the wild. "I can't say we're winning the battle

will make selling frogs on the black market less against smuggling yet," she says. "But that's

profitable, thwarting would-be wildlife traf- what we're fighting for."

flckers. The money made by Wikiri also helps Another potential challenge of this approach

SEE- pay for Jambatu's conservation work. is that buyers may not be able to tell if a frog

THROUGH: Raising frogs in captivity requires time, is captive-bred or taken from the wild' Experts
The Sun's
glass frog has patience, and expertise. Wikiri scientists suggest asking questions: Where was the

ixin ttratls spend about two years experimenting to figure frog bred? Does that country allow frogs to
transparent in
some ptaces. out the best way to breed a species, says Lola be exported? The seller should have perrnits

Grrardera.s of Wikiri. showing that the frogs were bred in captivity
some places' 

Guarderas of Wikiri. showing that the frogs were bred in captivity

-"fS. and imporled leeally. Paperwork can be falsi-ffi BU'ERBEWARE il:,ffi#,'13-iJ;Iff":il'#;*f#:'
Not everyone agrees that Buyers should also remember that keeping

captive breeding will reduce traf- rare frogs in captivity isn't the same ascapLrve ulccurlrS wlu lcuuLt Lra- r@L uv6r ur vol'urYru r!

flcking, though. The demand for maintaining a healthy population in their

exotic frogs could be so great natural habitat, says Valdivieso of the Wildlife

that those produced by captive Conservation Society in Ecuador. "If we want to

breeding might not put a dent take care of frogs, let's try to keep them in their
.i,- J.-.. in the market. Guarderas admits own homes, not in ours." # 

-Barbara 
Fraserlll Llte lllalKeL. uudutro 4UIL1IUD uvYrr rlvrrrvDt

.wts%
Froos face several threats in addition to wildlife trafficking.

t1.,

Frogs face several threats in addition to wildlife trafficking'
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eet a man who is part
human and part machine.

Canadian filmmaker Rob
Spence lost sight in his

right eye after injuring it when he
was 9 years old. In 2007, doctors
told him they needed to remove
the damaged eye. Lnstead of opting
for a typical glass replica eye as a
replacement, Spence worked with
engineers to build aprosthetic eye

that is also a working catnera.

Spence says the inspiration for
his unusual eye came from comic
book characters with bi,onicbody

parts. These electronic or mechan-
ical devices replace body parts arld
can improve their function. Spence's

bionic eye contains a battery a
carnera, and a transmitter to send
video signals. A magnetic switch
allows Spence to turn the camera on
and off by tapping it with a magnet.

Spence's camera isn't connected
to his brain via a nerve, like a real
eye, so he can't use it to see. But
he is able to capture videos of the
world around him.

The eye wirelessly transmits the
footage, which can be watched in

real time on a screen, streamed over
the internet, or recorded.

Because of the camera's location,
the videos that Spence records have
a lot of glancing and blinking, like
natural eye movements. To remove

these distractions, Spence edits
together video recorded by his pros-
thesis with other footage taken by a
regular carnera. He's now working
on a short documentary about the
future ofvision, and he plans to use

some of the videos he's taken with
his bionic eye.

-Katie Free
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QDtnrcrloNS: Foilow these steps to form

an explanation for what's going on in this photo.

DISCUSS
Compare your explanation with those of your

classmates. How are your ideas similar to or

different from those of other students? Use information

from the discussion to refine your explanation.

IAKE II TUK I FIEK

Do you think your explanation is plausible

for what you're seeing in the photo? What

questions do you still have? Write them down and

then do research to answer them.

r throl.laRE

I a'o""', examine the photo above. What do you

I notice about the image? What stands out to you?

What ideas do you have that might explain what's

going on in the photo?

What do you already know that could help

explain what you see? What evidence in the

photo can you use to support your explanation? Write

down ideas or draw sketches to express your thinking.

TEST YOUR SCIENCE SMARTS
Play our science trivia game online! Just
click this button in the digital edition and
select whether you'd like questions from
this issue only or from our archive.

CHECK US OUT ONLINE
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